
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 6 May 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Madison G Optimism  For looking forward to trying every learning task and topic and always doing your best. Well done Madison! 

PB Melody Z Responsibility For always giving your work your best effort. Well done Melody, keep up the good work! 

PM Milla B Responsibility For being a responsible learner by always listening to instructions and trying her best to stretch out her sounds. 

PM Luca D Pride For always taking his time with his work to complete it to the best of his ability. 

PS Felix M Respect For making new friends on the playground. I’m so proud of you Felix! 

PS Ignatius B Optimism For making a fantastic start at a new school. Well done Naishie! 

PU Jacob S Responsibility For persevering in all learning tasks, well done for always trying your hardest Jacob! 

PU Olivia C Pride For always producing your best work in every learning task. Your drawings are detailed and wonderful. Well done Olivia! 

1E Dante A Responsibility For always having a go at a new challenge with a smile on your face. Keep up the fantastic work Dante. 

1E Callum A Pride For always taking great care and trying your hardest with your work. Keep up the amazing effort Callum! 

1M Ari A Respect For being a wonderful, caring friend to all of his peers.  Ari, you are a legend! 

1M Amelia M Respect For always having lovely manners when talking to teachers or friends. Well done, Amelia! 

1P Jack R Respect For always being a kind, caring and positive member of 1P. Keep up the incredible effort Jack! 

1P Yirou P Responsibility For always focusing on tasks, being an active listener and having lovely manners. Well done Yirou! 

1Y Cormac Y Optimism For approaching tasks with a positive attitude, giving everything a go and persevering when faced with a challenge. Great work Cormac! 

1Y Anisha C Responsibility For focusing in class and consistently doing her best to complete tasks thoroughly. A wonderful effort Anisha! 

2B Fletcher B Responsibility  For being an inclusive friend in the playground by inviting others to play with you. Well done for always showing kindness Fletcher!  

2B Fotini L Pride  For consistently showing pride in her work and always striving to complete tasks to a high standard. Fantastic work Fotini! 

2C Imogen P Optimism For her kind and positive attitude towards her classmates. Wonderful effort Imogen! 

2C Aiden W Integrity For being honest and thoughtful when playing with others. Great work Aiden! 

2D Isaak P Responsibility For working on improving his handwriting during the school holidays. An excellent effort, keep it up Isaak! 

2D Elli C Optimism For a positive start to Term 2 and approaching everything with a great attitude. Well done, Elli! 

2I Brooke L Pride For giving her best effort to every task that she completes. Keep it up, Brooke! 

2I Nathan B Respect For settling into Term 2 calmly and listening to his peers. Keep up the great work, Nathan! 

3A Marlie B Respect For working collaboratively with her group during Inquiry. Your monkey was fabulous, Marlie! 

3A Mason T Responsibility For helping with the clean-up in 3A after our building day. Your effort was terrific, Mason! 

3B Jude W Responsibility For always completing his work to the best of his ability, doing his homework and having a positive attitude to his learning. 

3B Amay P Respect For always having lovely manners when talking to teachers or friends. Well done Amay! 
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3FC Emily-Rose  N Pride For the beautiful bookwork she produces consistently of a high standard, and done with pride. 

    

3P Layla S Respect For working as a great teammate during our Survival Day, thanks for always treating others fairly.  

3P Mia G Optimism For showing a growth mindset and persistence during all activities during our Inquiry Day! 

4E Michael C Responsibility For going the extra mile with his homework and focusing on his multiplication strategies. 

4E Emilia T Pride For completing each task to the best of her ability, especially spelling! 

4G Luke L Pride For always ensuring his work is of high quality  

4G Ian L Respect For always speaking to teachers and peers with respect. 

4K Violette M Respect Always showing her teachers and peers respect. 

4K Jenson C Responsibility Taking extra responsibility to complete all work to the best of his ability.  

4TF Marcus W Optimism For displaying a growth mindset when focusing on his work and trying his best to solve mathematical challenges presented to him. 

4TF Jasmyn J Optimism For always working to the best of her ability and approaching all of her learning with a positive attitude. 

5D Xavier L Optimism For approaching all aspects of camp with a positive attitude and giving everything a go. Well done Xavier! 

5D Vivaan R Responsibility For being a kind and caring friend to others while we were on camp. Awesome effort Vivaan! 

5M Jack L Responsibility For being a kind supportive friend to others while on camp and trying his best to keep his room tidy on camp. 

5M Oliver P Respect For behaving maturely and kindly to all people on camp, both students and adults. 

5P Thomas B Respect For being very supportive and encouraging to his friends and team members while on camp. Great work Tommy! 

5P Lalindu S Optimism For having a terrific mindset while on camp while trying many new activities that were challenging. Awesome effort Lalindu! 

6F Zara J Pride For doing amazing in the state swimming races. Unbelievable work! Awesome job Zara 

6F Lucas L Optimism  For having an excellent attitude on camp and getting out of his comfort zone. Great work Lucas 

6K Jaxen H Responsibility For showing responsibility and cooperating with others whilst on camp.  Awesome job Jaxen! 

6K Naomi Z Optimism For having an excellent attitude at camp and pushing herself out of her comfort zone.  Well done Naomi! 

Mandarin Nicholas D - 4K Responsibility  For his excellent effort in learning new words this week. 

Perform.Art Imogen J - 1M Optimism For coming to Performing Arts with such enthusiasm and creating a wonderful animal soundscape! 

PE Lola M - 2D Optimism  For displaying such a fantastic attitude when skipping and starting our Gymnastics unit. Keep it up Lola! 

STEM Giselle G - 6K Optimism For her fantastic give-it-a-go attitude on camp and for supporting, helping and encouraging others when they were stuck or scared. 

Visual Arts Edoardo P - 1M Responsibility For helping a classmate who has a broken wrist to wash paint off his hands, unprompted by the teacher 

 


